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Vaccine arguments

Israel’s prime minister, Benjamin
Netanyahu, has been stopped from
shipping COVID-19 vaccines to other
countries after a legal challenge that
argued vaccines were being used for
political gain. Mr Netanyahu has also
been criticised for sharing just a few
thousand doses with the millions of
Palestinians who live under Israeli
control. UN human rights experts
say it is “unacceptable”.
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The former president of France,
Nicolas Sarkozy, has been found
guilty of corruption [dishonest,
illegal behaviour], and has been
given a three-year jail sentence.
The court ruled that Mr Sarkozy had
oﬀered a judge a nice job on the
southeast coast of France in exchange
for information on a separate
investigation into Mr Sarkozy’s
ﬁnances. It is unlikely that the former
president will spend any time in
jail, however. It was agreed that Mr
Sarkozy would only actually spend a
year at home with an electronic tag,
instead of in prison. However, his
appeal against the sentence means
he is still free for now.

The military and police in Myanmar
have used lethal violence against
protesters, who were holding rallies
against the military’s takeover of the
country. The UN says at least 18 people
have been killed, and condemned
the violence. Across Asia, in Thailand,
Taiwan and Hong Kong, activists held
rallies to support Myanmar’s protesters.
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Last week, a report from the US said
that Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman, the leader of Saudi Arabia,
ordered the murder of US citizen
and journalist Jamal Khashoggi. Mr
Khashoggi criticised Saudi Arabia in
his articles, and was murdered while
visiting the Saudi embassy in Istanbul,
Turkey, in 2018. US President Joe
Biden said to the Crown Prince that he
will hold Saudi oﬃcials “accountable
for human rights abuses.”
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Iceberg breaks away

A big iceberg, nearly the size of
London, has broken away from the
Antarctic. The iceberg is on the
Brunt Ice Shelf, which is a massive
chunk of the Antarctic in the
Weddell Sea, close to the Atlantic
Ocean. It’s an entirely normal
process for ice to break away,
but Professor Adrian Luckman,
a remote-sensing expert at
Swansea University, said that
huge events like these “remain
quite rare and exciting.”
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FOUR-year old Kaleb has cerebral palsy,
a condition that aﬀects his whole body.
He is also non-verbal [doesn’t talk] and visually
impaired. He attends Steps Conductive Education,
a project funded by Comic Relief, which helps
children with motor learning diﬃculties develop
the skills they need to progress.
Kaleb’s mum Becki said: “They helped me
to open up my eyes, to be able to recognise
what he can do and focus on the cans, not
the can’ts, the ability and not the disability.”
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Punishing the prince

Hello stranger!

In the 1840s, a mystery bird was
caught, described to science and
stuﬀed. For 180 years, the stuﬀed
specimen has been the only proof of
the black-browed babbler’s existence.
But, in October last year, two men
captured a bird they didn’t recognise,
took photos, and sent them oﬀ to be
studied by researchers. Experts have
now conﬁrmed that the bird is a blackbrowed babbler. Conservationists
plan to visit the site where the bird
was photographed, as soon as they’re
allowed to travel again.

